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1. Introduction. Let us consider an evolution equation

(1.1) (d/dt)u(t) = Au(t), u(0) = x

in a Banach space X. Here A is an operator, not necessarily linear, in X and
is assumed to be time independent. And we introduce an approximating scheme
to the evolution equation as follows. Take a sequence {hn} of positive numbers
going to 0 as n—•oo. The solution un(t) to the τz-th approximating equation is
calculated inductively, for t integral multiples of hn, by the following system
of equations:

(1. 2) un((k + l)hn) = Cnun(khn\ αn(0) = x

for k = 0, 1, 2, and n, where each Cn is an operator from X into itself. In
case when A is a linear operator whose domain D(A) is dense in X, Trotter
[13] proved the following results which show the existence of solution u(t) = u(t;x)
of (1.1) and the convergence of approximating solutions, that is,

un([t/hn]hn) = Cn^x -> u{t x),

where [•] denotes the Gaussian blacket.

THEOREM A. Let {Cn} be a sequence of bounded linear operators

satisfying the consistency condition and the stability condition:

(Cl) lim hn\Cn-I)x = Ax for x € D(A)

and the domain D(A) is dense linear in X,

(SI) IIC/II ^ KeMkh« for k and n,
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where K and M are some constants independent of k and n. Suppose that
(T) for some λo>M, Cl[R(X0I-A)]=X(or jR(λo/-A)=X), where R(X0I-A)

is the range of Xj-A and Cl[R(\J—A)\ is the closure of i?(λo/-A).

Then the closure A of A {or A) generates a linear semi-group [T(t)} of

class (Co) and for each x € X

(1. 3) T(t)x = lim Cn
[t/h»]x for ί ^ 0 .

n-*oo

Now, for the approximating scheme (1.2) to the nonlinear evolution
equation we set the following two basic requirements, instead of the conditions
(Cl) and (SI)

(C) lim hn-\Cn-I)x = Ax for x e D(A\

(S) \\Cnx-Cny\\ ^ eMh»\\x-y\\ for x,y z X and n,

where M is a constant independent of x, y and n.
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the Trotter theorem to the

case of nonlinear operators for which there exist approximating schemes
satisfying the above conditions (C) and (S). In §2 we shall state the main
results, and in §3 we shall prepare some lemmas. The proofs of the theorems
mentioned in §§2.1 and 2.3 are given in §§4 and 5, respectively.

2. Theorems. In this section we shall state the main results of the present
paper.

2. 1. We first introduce some notions of nonlinear semi-groups. Let
{T(t) £§^0} be a family of operators, not necessarily linear, from X into itself
satisfying the following conditions :

(2.1) T(0) = / (the identity mapping), T(t)T(s) = T(t+5) for 5, t ^ 0

(2.2) for each xzX, T(t)x is strongly continuous in £2^0;

(2. 3) there is a constant ω ̂  0 such that

\\T(t)x-T(t)y\\^eωt\\x-y\\ for x,y z X and t ^ 0 .

Then we call such a family [T(i)} simply a nonlinear semi-group of local

type. And we define the infinitesimal generator A9 of a nonlinear semi-group

{T(ί)} by
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(2.4) Aox = lim h.-\T(h)-I)x
Λ-»0+

and the weak infinitesimal generator A by

(2. 5) Ax = w-lim h~\T(h)-I)x,
Λ->0+

where "w-lim" means the weak limit in X.
In view of these notions, the main theorem is stated in the following

form.

THEOREM 1. Let X* be uniformly convex. Suppose that

( i ) (C) and (S) are satisfied, and D(A) is dense in X,

(ii) Cl[R(I-hoA)] = X for some h0 € (0,1/M).

Then we have the following:

(a) The closure A of A, which is not necessarily single-valued,

generates a nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type such that for each

x £ D(A), T(t)x is strongly absolutely continuous on every finite interval,

T(t)x € D(A) for all t^O and

(d/dt)T(t)x € AT(t)x for a. a. t^ 0.

(b) For each x <= X, the convergence

(2. 6) T(t)x = lim Cn
[t/h»]x

7l->oo

holds true, uniformly with inspect to t in every finite interval.

(c) In particular, if we assume R(I—h0A) = X instead of (ii) then A=A,
A is the weak infinitesimal generator of [T(t)} and for each x e D(A), T(t)x
has the weak derivative AT(f)x which is weakly continuous in ί^O.

(b) of the above theorem states the convergence of the approximating
scheme (1. 2). We shall say that the approximating scheme is convergent to

the semi-group {T(t)} if (b) holds true, in the following.
Next, let us assume that the evolution equation (1.1) is well posed in the

following sense :

1) An operator 7\ not necessarily single-valued, is said to be the closure of A if G(T) =
], where G( ) denotes the graph of operator we write T=A.
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(E) There is a nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type such that for each
x*D(A)9 (yv-d/dt)T(t)x = AT(t)x for a. a. * ^ 0 , where (yv-d/dt)u(t) is the
weak derivative of u(t).

Then (b) of Theorem 1 holds true without the uniform convexity of X*
and the assumption (ii), that is, we have the following

THEOREM 2. Suppose that (C), (S) and (E) are satisfied, and that

D(A) is dense in X. Then the approximating scheme is convergent to the

semi-group [T(t)}.

The proofs of the above theorems are given in §4.

2. 2. In this paragraph we shall consider some relations between abstract
Cauchy problems and nonlinear semi-groups.

Let A be a not necessarily single-valued operator in a Banach space X. For
such an operator A, we introduce the following abstract Cauchy problem:

(CP) Given an element xzXy find a function y(t x) such that
(cc) y(t; x) is strongly absolutely continuous on any finite subinterval of

[0, oo);

(β) y(0 x) = x and

(2.7) (d/dt)y(t x) € Ay(t x) for a. a. t.

Here, if A is single-valued then " <= " in the above problem is replaced by " = " .
In the above (CP) we may consider the following equation

(2. 8) (w-d/dt)y(t x) z Ay(t x) for a. a. ί,

instead of (2. 7). We write (w-CP) for the (CP) in which (2. 7) is replaced by
(2. 8). But in view of (a), any solution of (w-CP) is necessarily a solution of
(CP) (see [4; Theorem 3.8.6]).

Before stating the theorem, we introduce a notion of the duality mapping
J of X. The duality mapping of X is a multi-valued mapping from X into
X* defined by x-+{x*zX*; <x,x*> = \\x\\2 = \\x*\\2} (see, for example,
Browder [1]). By virtue of Kato's results [5 Lemma 1. 2], the assumption that
X* is uniformly convex implies that the duality mapping J is single-valued
and uniformly continuous on every bounded set of X.

THEOREM 3. (a) Assume that

(D) A — ωl is dissipative for some ωĝ O, that is, for every x, yz D(A),

X £ (A — ωI)x and y € (A — ωI)y there is an fz J(x—y) such that
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And suppose that for each x £ D(A) there is a solution y(t x) of the (w-CP).
Then there is a unique nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type defined

on Cl[D(A)] such that T(t)x=y(t x)for all t^O and x £ D(A). In particular,
if A is single-valued then A coincides with the weak infinitesimal generator
of {T(t)} on a dense subset of Cl[D(A)].

(b) Conversely, if X is reflexive and if A is the weak infinitesimal
generator of a nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type, then the property
(D) is satisfied and for each x £ D(A), T(t)x is a unique solution of the
(w-CP).

PROOF, (a) We first note that if A satisfies the condition (D) then the
(w-CP) has at most one solution for each initial value. For, let y(t x) and
z(t x) be the solutions of the (w-CP) for an initial value x, and set
u{t) =y(t x)—z(t x) for t Ξ^O. Then u(s) has the weak derivative (w-d/ds)u(s)
( = Ui(s)) £ Ay(s x)—Az(s; x) at a. a. 5 and ||w(s)|| is absolutely continuous in
any finite interval. Then by the Kato lemma [5 Lemma 1. 3], for a. a. 5

\\u{s)\\{d/ds)\\u(s)\\ = re

for every / € J(u(s)). Combining (D) with this, we have

||«(5)||(«*/<fe)||«(5)H ^ «lkθ) | | 2 for a. a. 5.

Hence

= 2 f \\u(s)\\(d/ds)\\u(s)\\ ds^2ω f \\u(sW dsWOIΓ

for all ί^O. This inequality implies that u(f) = 0 for t^O.
Next, for any pair x, zzD(A) and £Ξ>0 we put v(t)=y(t; x)—y(t; z).

Since (w-d/ds)v(s) € Ay(s x)— Ay(s z) for a. a. 5 and \\v(s)\\ is absolutely
continuous in any finite subinterval of [0, 00), similarly as in the above, we get

ds for ί^

This integral inequality implies that Wvit^^e^Wx—z||2, that is,

; x)-y(t; z)\\^e^\\x-z\\
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for all x9 zzD(A) and ί ^ O .

If we define T0(f) by

T0(t)x = y{t x) for x € D(A) and t ^ 0,

then T0(ί>r is strongly continuous in ί^O, T0(ί>c € CZ[Z>(A)] and \\TQ{t)x-T0{f)y\\
^eωt\\x—y\\ for x,yzD(A) and t^O. So that each T0(ί) has a unique extension
T(ί) which maps CZ[Z)(A)] into itself and satisfies the same Lipschitz condition.
Moreover, for each χzCl[D(A)]9 T(t)x is strongly continuous in ί^O. Finally,
the semi-group property follows from the unicity of solution of (w-CP). In fact,
let χzD(A) and set Ex = [ s ^ O ; y(s x)sD(A)}. Then from the unicity of
solution of (w-CP) we see that y(t+s; x)=y(t; y(s; x)) for £i=:0 and s^EX9

that is, T(t+s)x = T(t)T(s)x for ί ^ O and szEx. Thus we have

T(t+s)x = T(t)T(s)x for ί, 5 ̂  0,

because s^Ex for a. a. 5 ^ 0 and T(s)x is strongly continuous in si^O.
Now, suppose that A is single-valued, and let A be the weak infinitesimal

generator of {T(t)}. Then from the semi-group property, for each χzD(A)9 we
have AT(t)x = (w-d/dt)T(t)x = AT(f)x for a. a. ί^O. Hence we see that for
each x £ D(A), there is a sequence {tn}, going to 0, such that AT(tn)x=A'T(tn)x

for all n. Since T(tn)x->x, if we put D= \J [T(i)x; AT{t)x = AT(t)x}9

then D is dense in £>(A). Consequently Cl[D] = Cl[D(A)].

(b) Let {T(t)} be a nonlinear semi-group of local type, and let A be its
weak infinitesimal generator. Then there is an ω ^ O such that \\T(t)x—T(t)y\\
^eωt\\x— y\\ for x9yzX and ίi^O. For each pair x9y^D(A) we have

for every / € J(α;— 3/), where AΛ = h~ιζΓ(h) — I) and hence

re<A:z-

for every fz J(x—y). Thus A satisfies the condition (D).
Let x be an element of D{A). Then sup{||AΛ3:|| 0<h^l} =K<oo and

||T(ί + Λ)x-T(ί)^ | |^^e ω ί Λ for ί ^ O and Ac (0,1]. This shows that T(t)x is
strongly absolutely continuous on every finite interval. Since X is reflexive, the
strong absolute continuity of T(t)x implies that it is strongly differentiable at
a. a. t and (d/dt)T(t)x = A0T(t)x for a. a. ί, where Ao is the infinitesimal
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generator of {T(t)} (see Kόmura [7; Appendix]). Since A 3A,, T(t)x is a
solution of the (w-CP) for A The uniqueness follows from the fact that A
has the property (D). Q. E. D.

REMARK. 1) Since any solution of (w-CP) is necessarily a solution of
(CP), in (a) of the above theorem we may also conclude that A coincides with
the infinitesimal generator of [T(t)} on a dense subset of Cl[D(A)] if A is
single-valued.

2) The above theorem is an extension of the Dorroh theorem [3; Theorem
2. 5] which is stated as follows:

If a single-valued operator A satisfies

| |(λ/-A>r-(λ/-A);y||^λ||;r-;y| | ίoτx,yzD(A) and λ > 0

(this is equivalent to the condition that A is dissipative, by the Kato lemma
[5 Lemma 1.1]), and if for each x <Ξ D(A) there is a continuously differentiable
funciton y(t x) from [0, oo) into X such that y(0 x)=x and (d/dt)y(t x)=Ay(t x)
for all ί^O, then A has an extension which is the infinitesimal generator of a
(nonlinear contraction) semi-group of class (C, Cl[D(A)])'.

Now, we consider the (CP) for an operator A with dense domain and
suppose that there is an approximating scheme {Cn} satisfying the following
condition

(C) there is a subset D of D(A) such that

lim hn\Cn-I)x = Axx
n-*oo

exists for each xzD and the closure A1 of A19 not necessarily single-valued,
coincides with A.

Then in terms of the (CP), we may restate Theorem 1 in the following
form.

THEOREM 4. Let X* be uniformly convex. Suppose that

(i) (C) and (S) are satisfied,

(iϊ) R(I-h0A) = X for some h0 € (0,1/M).

Then for each x £ D(A) there is a unique solution y(t x) of the (CP) and

(2.9) y(t; x) = lim Cn

[ ί /Hr
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uniformly with respect to t in every finite interval.

PROOF. It follows from Άx = A and Cl[D(A)] = X that D is dense in X.
Thus ( 0 states that (i) of Theorem 1 is satisfied for the operator Aλ. Take any
y € X. Then there is anα ζ D(A) with y z (I-h0A)x, i. e., (x-y)/hQ e Ax. Since
A=Aly we may take a sequence {xn} such that xn~->x and AιXn-+(x—y)/h09

i. e., (I-hoA^Xn-^y. This means that CZ[2J(/—&oA)] =X. So that (ii) of
Theorem 1 holds true for Ax. Thus by Theorem 1, A generates a nonlinear
semi-group [T(t)} of local type such that for each x € D(A), T(t)x is strongly
absolutely continuous on every finite interval, T(t)x £ D(A) for all t ̂  0 and
(d/dt)T(t)x € AT(£);r for a. a. ί ̂  0. Moreover the approximating scheme is
convergent to the semi-group [T(t)}. Thus if we put y(t; x) = T(t)x for each
x € D(A), then 3>(£ x) is a solution of (CP) and the convergence (2. 9) holds
true. Now we note that the operator A satisfies the condition (D). For, by (S),
re<hΛCn-I)x-hΛCn-^y:J{x-y)>^hή\eMh^l)\\x-y\\2 for x,y*D. In
view of (C'), passing to the limit as w—•oo, we have r e < A x x — Axy,J(x— y)>
^M\\x— y\\2 for x,y^D. Now, take any pair x,y £ D(A) and any x <= Ax and
y € Ay. Then there exist sequences [xn] and {yn} in D such that ;rn—•£:,
Ai^-^α:' and yn-+y, Aλyn-*y. Since re<A1xn-A13/TO, J(xn-yn)>^M\\xn-yn\\2

for each n, and since J is strongly continuous, we have

τe<x'-y, J(x-y)>^M\\x— y\\2.

This is nothing else but the condition (D). Consequently, y(t; x) = T(f)x (x € D(A))
is the unique solution of (CP) (see the proof of Theorem 3 (a)). Q. E. D.

Finally, by combining Theorem 3 with Theorem 2, we may obtain an analogy
of the Lax theorem on the difference approximation of initial value problems
[12 p. 45] in the following form.

THEOREM 5. Let A be a single-valued, densely defined operator, and
suppose that for each x £ D(A) there is a solution u(t x) of the (w-CP).
And assume that the approximating scheme (1. 2) satisfies (C) and (S). Then
there is a unique nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type such that
T(t)x = u(t x) for each x £ D(A) and t ̂  0, and the approximating scheme
is convergent to the semi-group {T(t)}. In particular, for each x € D(A)9

u(t x) = lim Cn
[

n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in every finite interval.
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PROOF. AS we see from the proof of Theorem 4, (C) and (S) imply that

A satisfies the condition (D) with ω = M. Thus the conclusions follow from

Theorems 3 and 2. Q. E. D.

2.3. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are based on the convergence

theorems of nonlinear semi-groups and Lemma 4 in §3. By using the same

lemma, we may also deal with the representation of nonlinear semi-groups. For

linear semi-group [T(t)} of class (Co), the following exponential formulas are

well known (see, for example, Hille and Phillips [4 p. 354]) :

For each x^X,

(2.10) T{t)x = lim exp(tAh)x,
Λ->0+

(2.11) T(t)x = lim exp[tA(I-rCιA)-1] x
n->oo

(2.12) T(t)x = lim [I-(t/n)A]-nx
n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval, where Ah = h~l(^T(h)—I)

and A is the infinitesimal generator of [T(t)}.

We shall deal with an analogy of the above formulas for nonlinear semi-

groups of local type. In the following, we assume that [T(t)} is a nonlinear

semi-group of local type with

(2.13) \\T(t)x-T(t)y\\ ^ eωt\\x-y\\ for x,y ζXandί^O

where ω ^ O is a constant, and that A' is the weak infinitesimal generator of

[T(t)}. And for shorter statements, we write O([0, <χ>) X) for the set of all

strongly continuously differentiable X-valued functions defined on [0, oo). First,

corresponding to (2.10), we obtain the following

THEOREM 6. If we put Ah = hr1(T(h)-Γ) for h>0, then each Ah is

the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear semi-group [T(t Ah)} of local

type such that T(t; Ah)x^O([09oo); X) for each x^X; and for each

χzCl[D(A')],

(2.14) T{t)x = lim T(t Ah)x
Λ-»0+

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval.

Next, corresponding to (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain the analogy in the

following forms.
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THEOREM 7. Let X* be uniformly convex, and suppose that Cl[R(I—h0A')]
=X for some ho€(O,l/ω). Then for each h^(09l/ω)9 (I—hA')"1 exists and
it has a unique extension J(h) defined on X such that \\J(h)x—J(h)y\\
^ ( 1 — hω)~ι\x— y\\ for x, y^X; and then we have the following'.

(a) For each n>ω, An=n[J(l/n)—Σ] is the infinitesimal generator of a
nonlinear semi-group [T(t; An)} of local type such that T(t; An)x z C\[Q9 oo); X)
for xzX; and for each x z Cl[D(A')]9

(2.15) T(t)x = lim T(t ;An)x
n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval.

(b) For each x e Cl[D(A')],

(2.16) T{t)x = lim J(t/n)nx

uniformly with i~espect to t in any finite interval, where we define J(0) by

I.

The proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are given in §5.

REMARK. 1) In the previous paper [8], Miyadera proved that the
convergence (2.14) holds true for χ£ Cl[D0] under an additional assumption that

"there exists a set Do such that D o cΰ(A o ) and for any x z Do, T(t)x a D(A0)
for a. a. t ^ 0, where Ao is the infinitesimal generator of [T(t)}." Also, see
Dorroh [3; Theorem 2. 9].

2) If, in Theorem 7, we assume "R{I-hQA) = X for some Λo £ (0,1/ω)"
instead of "CZ[i?(7-A0A

/)]=X", then we have that J(h) = (I-hAyι for h € (0,1/ω)
and An = AXI-n-'A')-1 for n > ω.

3) Oharu [10] showed that the convergence (2.16) holds true for x € Cl[D0],
in an arbitrary Banach space, if there exists a set Do such that D0c:D(Ao) and
for any x £ Do, the strong right-hand derivative D+T(t)x exists and it is
continuous for £i^0 and if Cl[R(I—h0A0)] = X for some Λ0^(0,1/ω), where Ao

is the infinitesimal generator of [T(t)}. Under the similar conditions, Dorroh
[3 Theorems 4. 5 and 4. 8] has also treated the convergences (2.15) and (2.16).

3. Lemmas. In this section we prove some basic lemmas for the proofs of
the theorems stated in the preceding section.

Let C be an operator (not necessarily linear) from a Banach space X into

itself satisfying

(3.1) \\Cx-Cy\\ ^ a\\x-y\\ for x9y € X,
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where cc^l is a constant independent of x and y.
We start from the following

LEMMA 1. C—I is the infinitesimal generator of a unique nonlinear
semi-group {T(t C—I)} of local type satisfying the following conditions

(3.2) \\T(t C-I)x-T(f C-I)y\\ ^J-1* ||*-;y||

for x9yzX and t^O,

(3. 3) /or eαcA ^ X , T(ί C-7)α: € O([0, oo) X) and

(d/dt)T(t;C-I)x = (C-I)T{t C-I)x for t^O,

and

(3.4) gx(t) = x+ I e*C(e-sgx(s))ds for x^X and t^0,
Jo

where gx(t) = ^ T ( ί C-7>c.

PROOF. It follows from (3.1) that the integral equation (3. 4) has a unique
solution gx(f) € ̂ ( [0, oo) X) for any x € X, and that

for α:>(y€X and ί ^ O . This inequality implies that

11^.(0-^(011 ^ ^Ί]^-3ΊI for α;,y € X and ί ^ 0 .

If we define T(ί C-I) by

T(ί C - I ) Λ : = e-tgjp) for ί ̂  0 and a: € X,

then {T(t C—/)} is the desired nonlinear semi-group of operators. Q. E. D.

Setting T(t; U) = T(hr1t; C-I) (λ>0), we have the following

COROLLARY 1. Let h>0. Then U = h~1(C—I) generates a unique
nonlinear semi-group [T(t U)} of local type such that

(a) for every x,y$X and ί^O,
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\\T(f, U)x-T(t; U)y\\^e^-^\\x-y\\,

(b) for each xzX, T(t U)x e C'([0, 00) X) and

(d/dt)T(t U)x = UT(t ;U)x for f ̂  0.

LEMMA 2. For each xeX and ί^O,

P R O O F . By (3.4),

gx(t)-etx= [ e'[C(e-'gx(s))-x] ds
Jo

= ί e'(C-I)e-'gx(s)ds+ [ (gx(s)-e'x) ds.
JΛ Jo

Since \\(C-I)e-'gx(s)\\ = \\(C-I)T(s; C-I)x\\ ^e*-»>\\(C-I)x\\ for all

we have

(3. 5) \\gx(t) - e*χ\\ ^ (f e" ds^j \\(C-I)x\\ + £ \\gx(s) -e'x\\ds.

Then it follows from the induction that

(3. 6) WgM-e'xW =S ( £ Σ ^ = o ^f1 e"> ds^J \\(C-I)x\\

^r[ (t-s)n\\gx(s)-e'x\\ ds

for all ίigO and non-negative intergers n. Passing to the limit as n—»oo in
(3. 6), we get

^ e' f e<
JO

Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 3. Let xz X. For any t is 0 and positive integer m,

P R O O F . By (3.4),

Jo

and hence

II ft (f\ 0t(~^in~*\\ -<Γ ||/y» /^TJI/y. | | _ι_ ~Λ I | | ^ £'-e\ /? sΛ^'w ι~l τ» | | /^7c

lly»\^/ ^ ^ «-̂ |l ^ = II Λ. y^ x | | τ̂ C4u i HyxVvy c v^ »c|| cio «

Repeating this argument, we arrive at

(3.7) \\9Jt)-eιC«x\\^Σ~

k

for t^O. Since ||j:-C*α:|| ^ £

we have

(3.8)

By Lemma 2,

f (ί-5
Jo
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because

J (ί-s) r o"V+ 1 cfc = tm+i+i J ( l - 5 ) m "

Consequently

( 3 9 )

By (3.7), (3.8) and (3. 9), we have

\\(C-I)X\\ . Q.E.D.

LEMMA 4. For any Λ; € X and positive integer m,

\\T(m; C-I)x-Cmx\\

PROOF. Putting t — m in Lemma 3,

\\T(m C—Tλ'ί—Cm<r\\ < /vm^-my °̂° \3~m\m a \\(C— 7WII

It follows from the Schwarz inequality that
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= ena(m2(ct-iy+m(cί-l)+m)ι/2.

This completes the proof. Q. E. D.

In particular, if a = 1 in the above lemma, we get the following

COROLLARY 2. If C is a contraction operator from X into itself

{i.e., \Cx-Cy\\ ^ \\x-y\\ for x,yzX), then

\\T(m C-I)x-Cmx\\ ^ m1/2\\(C-I)x\\

for every x € X and positive integer m.

In case of linear contraction operators, this corollary has been proved by
Chernoff [2]. (Note that T(m; C-I) = e^0'^ if C is linear.)

4. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

4.1. Let {T(n)(ί)}n=i, 2,3, •-. be a sequence of nonlinear semi-groups of local
type satisfying the stability condition

\\T«\i)x - T<»>(f)y|l ^ **\\x -y\\

for t ^ 0, n and x, y € X, where ω is a non-negative constant independent of
x, y, t and n. Let A ( r° be the infinitesimal generator of {Tcn)(/)}, and suppose
that lim Awx = Ax is defined on a set D. The following theorems have been

n-»oo

proved by Miyadera ([8 Theorem 2.1] and [9 Theorem 1]).

THEOREM B. Suppose that
( i ) A is a restriction of the weak infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear

semi-group {T(t)} of local type,

(ii) there exists a set D0oD such that for each xz Do,

(iiO for each n, T ( n ) (ί)x z D(A(7 l)) for a. a. ί ^ O ,

(ii,) T(f)x € D for a. a. t^ 0.

Then for each x € Cl[D0] we have
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T{t)x = lim Tw(t)x for each ί^O,
n-»oo

and the convergence is uniform with respect to t in any finite interval.

THEOREM C. Let X* be uniformly convex and assume that for each
n, R(I-anA

w) = X for some an z (0,1/ω).
Suppose that

( i) D is dense in X,

(ii) Cl [Λ(J-hoA)] = X for some h0 € (0,1/ω).

Then we have

(a) the closure A, not necessarily single-valued, generates a nonlinear

semi-group [T(t)} of local type such that for each xz D(A), T(t)x is strongly

absolutely continuous on every finite interval, T(t)x £ D(A) for all t ̂  0 and

(d/dt)T(t)x € AT(t)x for a, a. t^O;
(b) for each xz X,

T(t)x = lim Tw(t)x for each ί^O,
n-»oβ

a?ιd the convergence is uniform with respect to t in every finite interval
(c) in particular if we assume that R(I—h0A) = X, instead of (ii), then

A — A and A is the weak infinitesimal generator of {T(t)} and for each
xzD, T(t)x has the weak derivative AT(t)x which is weakly continuous in

REMARK. Theorem C remains true even if A ( n ) is the weak infinitesimal
generator of [Tw(t)}.

4.2. We shall now prove the theorems. In both Theorems 1 and 2 we
assumed that the approximating scheme satisfies the following conditions

(C) lim hn\Cn-I)x = Ax for x € D(A),
n-*oo

(S) \\Cnx-Cny\\ ^ e^Wx-yW for x,y*X and n.

Throughout this paragraph we set

• A, = h~n\Cn-I) and Mn = Λ V ^ - l ) ,

and let Mo be a constant such that Mn^M0 for n. Then it follows from
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Corollary 1 (§3) that each An is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear

semi-group [T(t; An)} of local type satisfying

(4.1) \\T(t An)x-T(t An)y\\ ^ e^\\x-y\\^e^\\x-y\\

for t ^ 0 and x, y <= X, and that for each x^X,

(4.2) T(t An)x s CtfO, oo) X) and (d/dt)T(t An)α: = ΛnT(ί An)x

for ί^O. For the semi-groups [T(t; An)} we have the following

LEMMA 5. Let t^O and set kn = [t/hn]. Then for each x^X and n,

(4. 3) \\T(t An)x-T(knhn An)x\\ ^ e™hn\\Anxl

(4.4) \\T(knhn A n ) α : - C Λ ^ | | ^

where M(t) = eiM+M°)t{t2Mo2Co + tMoCo + t}U2 and c0 is a constant such that

hn ^ Co for all n.

PROOF. It follows from (4.1) and (4.2) that

T{t An)x - T(knhn; An)x = f AnT(s An)x ds

and \\AnT(s; An)x\\ ^ eM°8\\Anx\\ for 5 ^ 0 . Hence we get (4.3). Applying

Lemma 4 with C=Cn9 a=eMfln and m = kn, we have

n - I)x\\

Since T(£n Cn—/) = T(knhn; An), we get the desired estimation (4.4).
Q. E. D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Since each An is Lipschitz continuous uniformly
in x € X, we have that
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R(I—ccnAn) = X for sufficiently small an > 0.

Thus if we set Tcn\t) = T(t An), Aw = An and D=D{A\ then the assumptions

of Theorem C are satisfied. Consequently, A generates a unique nonlinear semi-
group {T(t)} of local type with the properties in Theorem C and for each
xe X,

(4.5) T(t)x = lim T{t An)x
n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in every finite interval.
Let χzD(A), ί ^ O and put kn = [t/hn]. It follows from Lemma 5 that

\\T(t)x-Cn

h"x\\^\\T(t)x-T(.t;An)x\\

+ \\T(t; An)x-T(knhn; An)x\\ + \\T(knhn; An)x-Cn*'x\\

^\\T{t)x-T{t;An)x\\Hemhn +M(t)hn

ί'*)\\Anx\\

for all n. Thus the condition (C) and the convergence (4. 5) yield that

(4. 6) T(t)x = lim Cn""x
n-*<χ>

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval.
Since \\Cn^x-Cn^y\\^em\\x-y\\ and \\T{t)x-T{t)y\\ ^ em\\x-y\\ for all

x, yz X and t i^ 0, the assumption Cl[D(A)] = X implies that the convergence
(4. 6) holds true for every x € X. Q. E. D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let {T(t)} be the semi-group in the assumption

(E), and set Ex= {T(t)x (w-d/dt)T(t)x=AT(t)x] for x € D(A) and D= \J Ex.
X€D(A)

Obviously, D c D(A), lim Anx = Ax for x € D (by(C)) and the restriction of A

to D is a restriction of the weak infinitesimal generator of {T(t)}. Thus the
condition (i) of Theorem B is satisfied. And the condition (ii) is also satisfied by
taking Do = D. For, (iiO is obvious from "D(An) = X", and (E) shows that for
each xzD( cΰ(A)), T(t)χzD for a. a. ί^O. Moreover, it follows from (E),
Cl[D(A)] = X and the strong continuity of T(t) that D is dense in X. Therefore,
by Theorem B, we have that for each xz X,

T(t)x = lim T(t\An)x
n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in every finite interval. Combining this with Lemma
5, as in the proof of Theorem 1? we obtain that for each x € X}
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T(f)x = lim Cn
[tMx

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval. Q. E. D.

5. Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7. Let {T(t)} be a nonlinear semi-group
of local type satisfying

(5.1) \\T(t)x-T(t)y\\ ^ **\\x-y\\ for x9y € X and * ^ 0 ,

where ω ^ O is a constant, and let A be the weak infinitesimal generator of

PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Fix an Λ>0. Since \\T(h)x-T(h)y\\ ^e*h\\x-y\\
for x, yzX, Corollary 1 (§3) yields that Ah = h^\T{h)-Ί) is the infinitesimal
generator of a nonlinear semi-group [T(t;Ah)} of local type such that

(5.2) \\T(t Ah)x-T{t Ah)y\\ ^ e*™\\x-y\\

for x, y € X and ί ^ 0 , where ω(h) = hr\eωh—1), and for each # € X

(5.3) T(f;AΛ)*€<?([(>, oo);X) and (d/dt)T(t;Ah)x = AhT{t\ An)x ίor t^O.

Let t^O and put wΛ = [ί/A]. Then by Lemma 4 (with C=T(h), a=eωh and
m = nΛ) and T(hnh\ Ah) = T(nΛ; T(Λ)-7), we have

||T(λnA; A A > - T ( Λ H Λ ) Λ | | ^ Af(ί; /ι)/ι1/2||AΛx|| ,

where M(t; h) = e(ω+ωW)i {t2ω(h)2h + tω<ih)h + t}1/2. Next, by (5.2) and (5.3),

we have

| |T(/mΛ;AΛ>r-T(ί; AΛ)*|| = || f AhT(s;Ah)x ds\\ ̂  e»™h\\Ahx\\ .

Hence for each x € X,

This shows that for each x z D(A) the convergence
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T(i)x = lim T(t;Ah)x
h-*0+

holds true, uniformly with respect to t in every finite interval. Then it follows
from (5.1) and (5. 2) that the above convergence holds true for x <= Cl[D(A)\

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 7. Since re<h-\T{h)--I)x--hrι(T(h)--I)y,
J(x-y)>^hr\eωh-l)\\x-y\\\ we have

τe<Ax-AyJ{x-y)> ^ ω||*-3>||2 for x, y € D(A),

that is, A—ωl is dissipative. From this and Cl[R(I— h0A)] = X we have the
following properties (see [9 Lemma 2]):

For each h € (0,1/ω),

(a) Cl[R(I-hA)] = X,

(b') (/— hA)"1 exists and it has a unique extension J(h) defined on X such
that

(5. 4) \\J(h)x - J(h)y\\ ̂  (1 - hωY'\\x -y\ for x, y € X,

(c') A—hi is dissipative and J(h) = (I—hA)~~ι, where A is the closure of
A. (If we assume "R(I-hoA)=X" here, instead of "Cl[R(I-hQA)\ =X," then A
coincides with A.)

If we set

AUh = h-\J{h)-I) for λ € (0,1/ω),

then each A1/Λ generates a nonlinear semi-group {T(ί;A1/Λ)} of local type
satisfying the following conditions (see Corollary 1)

(5. 5) \\T(fi\AUh)x - T(t;Aι/h)y\\ ^ exp (ωt/(l-hω))\\x-y\\

for t^0 and x, y € X, and for each x^X

(5. 6) T(t; AUh)x ^ O([0, oo); X), (d/dt)T(t;Aι/h)x = A t,

for
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Since A has the property (c'), by Kato's generation theorem [6] we see that
A generates a nonlinear semi-group {T(t)} of local type defined on Cl[D(A)]
(=Cl[D(A)]) such that

(a") for each xzCl[D(A)],

T(t)x = lim T(t;A1/h)x
Λ—0+

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval,
(b") for each x £ D(A), T(t)x is strongly absolutely continuous on any

finite interval and {d/dt)T{t)x^AT(t)x for a. a. ί^O.
Now it is easy to see the convergence (2.15). In fact, the above (b") shows

that for each x £ D(A), T(t)x is a solution of (CP) for A. On the other hand,
for each x € D(A), T{t)x is a solution of (w-CP) for A (see Theorem 3(b))
and a fortiori it is a solution of (w-CP) for A because Ad A. Since A —hi is
dissipative, the (w-CP) for A has at most one solution for each initial value
(see the proof of Theorem 3(a)). Consequently, T(t)x = T(f)x for x e D(A) and
t^O, and hence T(t)x = T(t)x for xzCl[D(A)] and t^O. Thus for each
xzCl[D(A)],

(5. 7) T(t)x = lim T(t;Aί/h)x

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval.
Next we shall prove the convergence (2.16). We first note that

(5. 8) ||Aι/hx\\ ^ (l-hω)-1 \\Ax\\ for x € D{A) and h € (0,1/ω).

For, by the property (b'), ||J(fc)*-:r|| = || J(h)x-J(h){I-hA)x\\^(l-hω)-ιh\\Ax\\
for x z D(A) and h z (0,1/ω). Fix a t>0 and let n be a positive integer such
that n^2ωt. We now use Lemma 4 with C = J(t/n), ct=(l — ωt/n)~ι and m=n.
Then, by nothing that (1— ωί/n)"n ^ £2ωί and w[(l-ωί//z)-1-l]^2ωί, we have

Since T(n; J{t/n) -1) = T(t;At/n) and \\At/nx\\ ̂  (1 - ωt/n)-ι\\Ax\\ rg
for ĉ £ Γ>0A') (by (5. 8)), we have the following estimation

(5. 9) \\T(t;At/n)x - J{t/n)nx\\ ̂  2te
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for χzD(A'). Now, it follows from (5.7) and (5.9) that for each χeD(A')9

(5.10) T(t)x = lim J(t/n)nx
n-*oo

uniformly with respect to t in any finite interval, where we define J(0) by /.

And the convergence (5.10) remains true for each χeCl[D(A)]9 since

||J(t/n)nx- J(t/n)ny\\ ^(l-ωt/n)-n\\x-y\\. This completes the proof. Q. E. D.

APPENDIX

After this paper was submitted for publication we obtained the following

which is a generalization of Lemma 4.

LEMMA 4'. Let Xo be a closed subset of a Banach space X, and let C

be an operator from Xo into itself satisfying condition (3.1) on Xo. If

(*) R(I-X(C-I)) D X 0 for every λ 6 (0, l/(<*-l)),

then (i) C—/ is the infinitesimal generator of a unique nonlinear semi-gj-oup

{Tit, C-I)} of local type defined on Xo, satisfying conditions (3. 2) and (3. 3)

on Xθ9 and (ii)

;C-I)x-Cmx\\ ^ Λ ^ ^ M Λ - I ) 2 + m(μ-l) + m}1/2\\(C-I)x\\

for any XZXQ and positive integer m.

Indeed, one can directly prove (i). Setting gx(f) = elT{t\ C—I)x for χzX0

and ί ^ O we obtain gx(t) = x+ I esC(e~sgx(s))ds. We then have the conclusion
Jo

(ii) in the similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.
In particular, if Xo is a closed convex subset of X, then using the fixed

point theorem we see that (*) holds true. Hence we have the following

COROLLARY. Let Xo be a closed convex subset of a Banach space X.

If C is an operator from Xo into itself satisfying condition (3.1) on Xo, then

the conclusions in Lemma 4' hold true.

This corollary was first obtained by Brezis and Pazy in a Hubert space.

(See Brezis and Pazy "Semigroups of nonlinear contractions on convex sets", to

appear). Recently Professor Pazy informed us that they also obtained the same

results as ours.
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We have discussed in this paper the case of approximating scheme {Cn} such
that each CΛ is defined on X. But in view of Lemma 4' we may proceed with
similar arguments for the case of approximating scheme {Cn} such that Cn is
defined as an operator from a closed subset of X into itself. Also, as for the
operator A which is to be approximated, we may replace conditions for A to be
an m-dissipative operator by other weaker conditions. For instance our main
theorem can be extended as follows:

THEOREM Γ. Let X* be uniformly convex. Let {Cn} be a sequence of
operators such that D(Cn) is closed convex, Cn maps D(Cn) into itself and
the following conditions are satisfied:

(S) \\Cnx-Cny\\ ^ e»>*\\x-y\\ for x, y € DiCn)

(C)
D(Cn)ΌD(A) and

lim fΰ\Cn -I)x = Ax for x € D(A)

(**) for λ e (0,1/M), R(I-XA) n co(D(A)) is dense in co(D(A)).

Then there is a semi-group {T(t}} of local type defined on D(A) such that

Tit)x = lim Cn

ιt^x for x e. D(A).

Furthermore, Lemma 4' turns out to extend our results on the representation
to the case of semigroups of local type defined on closed subsets of X.

It is sometimes convenient for applications to extend our results in these
forms. For details, we shall publish elsewhere.
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